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In this study water barrier properties, color, puncture properties and antioxidant activity of multicomponent HPMC films with grape seed oil nanoemulsion were studied.

Materials & Methods

The films were prepared by mixing of HPMC water solution with GsO nanoemulsion and further
casting in Teflon dishes. The color of the films was determined using a colorimeter (COLORGARD
SYSTEM/05 – Gardner USA). The CIELAB color parameters L, a and b were measured. The total
color difference (ΔE) and the whiteness index Wi were calculated. Slow rate penetration
resistance of the film was determined by a TA.XT2 Texture Analyser (Stable Micro Systems, Surrey,
UK) following the ASTM F1306 – 16 standard test. The MC of the films at different relative humidity
(RH) was determined. Water vapor permeability and water vapor transmission rate were
measured by gravimetric method using W3/031 (Labthink, China) instrument.

Color parameters

The pure HPMC film is almost
colorless. The addition of GsO
makes the films darker
(decreasing L), greener (lower
negative a) and yellower (higher
b), and decreases the
transparency and the whiteness
index of the composite films.

Texture parameters

Barrier parameters

The break force of the multicomponent films
does not show concentration dependence and
the differences between the samples are not
significant. The addition of GsO increases
significantly the break deformation and the
deformation work, but the changes are
concentration dependent only at low oil
concentrations. The films with GsO are more
elastic due to its plasticizing effect.
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A decrease in the MC is observed with increasing
the oil concentration in the polymer matrix. This
result can be interpreted based on the
hydrophobic properties of the GsO and the
hydrophilic nature of HPMC. The increase of the
RH leads to increased MC of the films. The most
drastic increase in MC is observed at a RH of
100%, when the film is in a strongly swollen state
and forms a hydrogel.

Conclusion

Multicomponent films from HPMC and GsO nanoemulsion were successfully prepared in the present research. The incorporation of
GsO influenced mechanical, color, water vapor barrier and antioxidant properties of the HPMC films. The break force does not
depend on the presence of oil, but the break deformation and the deformation work of the multicomponent films are much higher
and the films become more elastic. The increase of the GsO concentration in the mixtures provokes a decrease in the film
transparency and MC, enhanced water barrier properties, and promotes an increase of antioxidant activity. Based on the obtained
results the HPMC film with low concentration of GsO can be used as edible coating of fruits.

